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In this thesis, we describe automatic classification methods of attribute-
value and trouble information of a given topic. The classification methods
were designed for fullfilling user’s needs in sightseeing and the resulting
knowledge is to be used in spoken dialog systems that guide tourists in
Kyoto. More specifically, the goal of this paper is to associate a user’s
action (“go”, “see”, etc.) in sightseeing to particular types of information
presented in the form of attribute-values and troubles that are automati-
cally acquired from a huge document collection in the Web. We attempted
1) to classify attributes according to a user’s action such that the action
demands users to know the information about the values of the attributes
and 2) to classify nouns expressing troubles according to their seriousness,
which are represented by a ranked list of typical verbs expressing troubles.
According to the classification of troubles, dialog systems can provide the
information concerning relatively small number of the troubles that inter-
fere with particular actions to be taken taken by sightseers among many
other troubles. Experimental results showed 1) that the accuracy of the re-
sulting associations between attributes and actions was around 42%, and
2) that the classification of trouble-nouns was done with about 84% ac-
curacy. We also tried to judge the degree of seriousness of troubles by
automatically deciding which one of given two trouble nouns are more se-
rious. The accuracy of this judgement was 68% (2classes-classification was
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about 97%). As future work, we are going to use the obtained knowledge
on attribute-values and troubles in real-world spoken dialog systems in the
next year.

In this thesis, the words referring to those aspects of an object in which
people are interested are called attributes. For instance, if the object is a
“寺 (temple)”, “拝観料 (admission fee)” and “交通手段 (access)” should
be regarded as attributes. Attributes typically have values. The admission
fee of a temple should have a value such as “300 yen”. Yoshinaga et
al.?? proposed a method to automatially acquire such pairs of attributes
and values of given objects from Web documents. We attempt to classify
attributes relating to a user’s action (e.g., “go”, “see”) such that the action
demands users to know the value of the attributes. Using this knowledge,
the sightseeing guide system can cater to user’s needs. For instance, if a
user wants to go to Kiyomizu temple, the values of the attributes “交通
手段 (access) ” and “住所 (address)” are crucial. On the other hand, if
a user wants to see Kiyomizu temple, the values of the attributes “見所
(hightlights)” should be taken into account. We developed a classification
method for attributes and evaluated it. Experimental results showed that
the accuracy of the proposed method was 42%, which is 16% better than
a baseline method.

We also attempted to classify nouns referring to troubles. We called such
nouns trouble nouns. Examples of trouble nouns are “渋滞 (traffic jam)”
and “人混み (crowds)”. The classification method categorizes the trou-
ble nouns into classses each of which corresponds to verbs also expressing
troubles such as “遅れる (delay)” and “疲れる (being exhausted)”. These
verbs are useful for recognizing the seriousness of troubles and for identify-
ing the troubles that are important for sightseers, and we are going to use
the classification results to detect troubles to be presented to sightseers by
the dialog system for sightseeing in Kyoto. Experimental results showed
that our classification method achieved around 84% accuracy.

In addition, we developed a method that asseses the seriousness of trou-
bles by the above classfication results based on Scheffe paired comparison
(5-class classification). We manually prepared training data and applied
machine learning techniques (Support Vector Machine, Maximum Entropy
Method) for paired comparison. Experimental results showed that the ac-
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curacy of SVM was 65% and the accuracy of the MEM was 68% (with
2-class classification by specific pairs around 97%). As future work, we
will improve the accuracy of the proposed methods and acquire knowledge
about a user’s potential action plans. In the next year we plan to use the
acquired knowledge on attribute-values and troubles in a real-world spoken
dialog system for electronic sightseeing guides in Kyoto.
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